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Ahlberg, Janet and Allan. The Jolly Postman and Other People's Mail . Little, Brown & Co.,
1986. ISBN 0-316-02036- 2. $9 .95.
Unpaginated.
If we delivered mail to such notables as the Three Bears, Big Bad Wolf. Goldilocks, Jack's
giant (Mr. V. Bigg), Cinderella, and the Wicked Witch, we would probably be pretty jolly,
like the bicycle-riding postman of this British picture book. The Ahlbergs give us the
chance to travel with their Jolly Postman on his route. In this large-envelope-sized
children's book, we stop at six addresses, enter the houses with him, meet the famous
(sometimes infamous) occupants, and read their mail.
The narrative is mostly in rhyme and is kept minimal. Every other page is an envelope
with a card, letter, advertisement or notice inside. There is no real story to follow, but since
we are familiar with each of the recipients, their stories come to mind. Their mail is
entertaining, inside and out. It is fun to read the stamps, postmarks and addresses. In fact,
every word and picture is an integral part of the whole. Nursery rhymes and fairy tales come
together to provide locations and characters.
Anyone is intrigued by the mystery of what is inside an envelope, so any imaginative
person - no matter what age - should enjoy making this journey of discovery with the
Jolly Postman. -Janice Card
Avi. Wolf Rider. Bradbury Press, 1986. ISBN 0-02-707760-8. $12.95. 202pp.
One unexpected telephone call changes the lives of fifteen-year-old Andy and his widowed
father forever. A mysterious caller named Zeke confesses his plans to murder a young
woman. Whereas Andy believes him, everyone else sees the caller as some prankster: a
school chum perhaps, or someone else having fun on the telephone. In every attempt to
alert the intended victim, Andy meets only skeptisicm. The intended victim sees him as
some kind of crank; the police want hard evidence; and the school counselor, who sees him
as emotionally distorted because of his mother's recent death, likewise disbelieves. Even his
father's doubts, however, do not thwart Andy's firm resolve. He knows how the caller makes
him feel, and he sets out to save the girl.
A well constructed, fast-moving plot holds even reluctant readers as they must find out
what finally happens. Suspense, danger, and an action-packed ending provide exciting
reading. Also touching is the story of a father's realization of how deeply his son fits into
his heart. --Raphael Johstoneaux
Bawden, Nina. The Finding . Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, 1985. ISBN 0-688-04979-6. $10.25.
153pp.
Alex, as a baby, was abandoned between the paws of the left sphinx at Cleopatra's Needle
on the Embankment next to the River Thames in London. The story starts eleven years
later, with Alex in his adopted home, about as secure as an adopted boy ever is. Then Mrs.
Angel, a neighbour who sometimes fantasizes that Alex is the child of her runaway daughter,
dies and leaves her entire estate to Alex. In the aftermath, Alex cannot cope and loses what
security he had.
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The best part about this book is the development of the charac ters. One gets annoyed
wi th Alex because he is so un-streetwise, but that is because he is so well portrayed th at you
think he is real and will listen to counsel. -Thorn Hinckley
Branscum, Robbie . The Girl. Harper & Row, 1986. ISBN 0-06 -020703-5 . $11.89. 113 p.
After their father's death, the five children in the story are abandoned by their mother to
their father's sharecropper parents. The major characters are the eleven-year-old girl,
incorrectly thought to be dumb and queer because she does not speak to anyone but her
siblings ; Gene, the fourteen-year-old eldest brother, who actually runs the farm to provide for
and protect his family; and twelve-year-old Lee, who works slowly because he is always
thinking. Their grandmother is uncaring and abusive, their grandfather purposely unseeing
and ineffectual, and their uncle a threat to the girl.
The old and helpless Great-Granny comes to stay, and the girl takes care of her because no
one else wants to. In return, Granny gives her the gifts of hope and faith in herself. The
brother.s also face and deal with their own rites of passage. Together they care for and
support one another.
Language and descriptions of growing up are realistic and congruent with sharecropper life
in Arkansas. In the midst of heat, flies, dust, dirt, hard work, and insensitive, uncaring and
abusive adults, the children endure and, one would hope, prevail.
Junior high students can identify with some of the questions and traumas of new urgings
and questions, as well as with facing problems one would rather not face. This book is good
for expanding understanding of different kinds of cultures within the United States and the
potentially unifying humanness of those who are, in many external ways, different from the
reader. --Carrol Reid
Brett, Simon. The Three Detectives and the Missing Superstar . Scribner's, 1986. ISBN
0-614-18708-6. $12.95 . 176pp.
The Three Detectives and the Missing Superstar will remind readers of the Saturday
morning kids' special - which is always clean, light entertainment for young teenagers.
The three detectives follow that Saturday-morning stereotype, each character using his
special talent to help solve the crime. Emma is the human relations expert, Stewie is the
inventor, and Marcus is the computer genius. Older readers may find these characters a little
too familiar, but the supporting cast is more intriguing as well as more memorable,
especially the reclusive doll doctor, Eddie Bartlett, who reluctantly provides the key clue in
the mystery.
The English setting, although it plays a minor role until the end of the mystery, may
interest readers as it is revealed in the characters' dialogue. The pop band and the music
video in the novel should appeal to the age group particularly, and Brett does put across the
valuable theme that the reality behind the glitter can be very disappointing.
---D . L. Bonham
·
Cattoche, Robert J. Computers f or the Disabled. Franklin Watts, 1986. ISBN 0-531110212-2. $9 .40. 96pp.
This small book contains a wealth of information, not only for children but also for many
adults, and adds consideraple we ight to the arguments for normalization. The author begins
by briefly describing how computers work. In subsequent chapters, he builds on this
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knowledge as he describes how computers are aiding individuals with physical disabilities,
learning disabilities, deafness and hearing impairments, and blindness and visual
impairments. Each chapter is written precisely and includes photographs of individuals
using the computers.
There are a few minor errors which might cause some confusion. In the chapter on visual
impairment, as the author describes Braille, the picture at the top of the page is of fingerspelling, a technique used with persons with hearing impairment. Also, the description of
the · optacon might leave the reader with the impression that print is transformed into Braille,
when in actuality the optacon changes print into tactile vibrations of letters.
Except for these minor discrepancies, the book contains accurate and simply stated
information about modem technology and handicapped individuals. The final chapter
examines employment opportunities and adult living. The appendices give suggestions of
how to buy special equipment, what organizations could help, and a listing of manufacturers'
addresses and products. This would be an excellent addition for a children's library which
wanted to expand its collection in understanding of handicapping conditions and in the many
uses of modem technology. -Katherine Simpkins
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Cole, Joanna. The Magic School Bus at the Waterworks. Illustrated by Bruce Degen.
Scholastic, 1986. ISBN 0-590-40361-3. $12.95. 39pp ..
I took this book to review because I was getting ready to teach the hydrologic cycle to the
physical geography students. It's all in the book. With their teacher, Mrs. Frizzle, driving
the bus, the students evaporate into a cloud, become condensation nuclei, and fall in
raindrops. As they scuba through the reservoir, they enter the waterworks and ultimately
come out the faucet back at school.
Degen's illustrations are fun and funny. I went through the book once just to savor the
pictures. Love those frog shoes! This is the best of the new genre of nonfiction.
--Thorn Hinckley
Corbett, W. J. Pentecost and the Chosen One. Delacorte, 1987. ISBN 0-385-29549-9.
Pentecost, the young leader of the mouse family living at Lickey Top, decides that he
really isn't much of a leader. Besides, everything is going so well at Lickey Top that he is
not really needed. But then the hedgehog and his son come to Lickey Top, for the elder
hedgehog wishes to die in his birthplace. As he eats his way through the snails at Lickey
Top, the Old Codger sometimes pauses to whisper prophecies in the ear of his son, who then
shares them with eager listeners. On one of these occasions, the Old Codger's son
prophesies to Pentecost that he must go to the city and there he will help the Chosen One to
assume his rightful position. Not clearly understanding this message, Pentecost begins the
long trip to the city with the help of Fox.
While in the city, Pentecost joins a mouse family with a treacherous leader. But he meets
one who looks very much like himself and who says an Old Codger told him he was a
Chosen One.
The story of how Pentecost escapes the plans of the treacherous leader and realizes that
.leadership is more than ordering people around makes this a delightful story for young and
old. Young children will enjoy this book if read orally accompanied with lots of
expression. The older child or adult who reads it to the young child will find monils and
analogies to spark thinking at his/her level: What part does fate play in our lives? Can fate
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be controlled, as the cockle-snorkle attempted to do, or are there other plans in life which
we live out?
The descriptions bring instant pictures to mind of how beautiful Lickey Top is and how
unpleasant life is Ior a city mouse. It will leave all readers with pleasant memories of
Pentecost and his adventures, and much more about life. -Katherine Simpkins
Corrick, James A. Recent Revolutions in Chemistry . Franklin Watts, 1986. ISBN 0-53110241-6. $10.90. 128pp.
This book reads like something out of the fifties : pure, naive optimism. In the
universities, our dilemma is that the scientific method has been judged to be totally
inadequate because it failed to institute checks, balances, and safeguards. And now for all the
ravishing beauty of molecular chemistry and all its benefits, we realize that we have released
Mr. Hyde on our world. The book gives five pages to the chemical hazard, but fails to show
the risk.
My students fight the new methods; they are neither easy nor palatable. It is probably
not surprising that major puplishers continue to slide down the same old slick rut.
Unfortunately, it does nothing to prepare students for university in the post-positivist age.
-Thorn Hinckley
Currimbhoy, Nayana. Living in Deserts: a Cultural Geography. Franklin Watts, 1987. ISBN
0-531-10145-2. $11.90. 92pp.
This is a vivid cultural discussion of three desert regions and the peoples who inhabit
them: (1) the Sahel Desert in western Africa. inhabited by the Wodaabe nomad ·peoples,
living mainly in central Niger; (2) Australia's Western Desert, home of the Australian
aborigines, also nomads; and (3) the Norte Grande Desert in Chile, one of the driest places
on earth. This interesting discussion of these peoples and their strugglc;s, accompanied by
unusually interesting photographs, will be valuable, simply-worded study materials and/or
reading sources. -Carol V. Oaks
Curry, Jane Louise. The Lotus Cup. Atheneum, 1986. ISBN 0-689-50384-9. $12.95.
230pp.
Generally speaking, fiction books which tell the reader as much about a process or craft as
they do about the characters leave something to be desired for leisure reading. To begin
with, The Lotus Cup seems more a history and definition of fme pottery-making than a
window into the life of young Corry Tipson, even though her concerns with her school and
homel fe are evident. However, as the book rather slowly proceeds, Corry's need to find the
niche she knows she can fill becomes so absorbing that the descriptions of processes and
materials are comparatively painless - interesting, even. Corry's headlong pursuit of the
mystery that has shut her away from her dead father's family, and her dogged determination
to translate the creative longings she has into a job, make this young adult novel one which
will have special appeal to the creative readers who hear a different drum. -Janet Francis
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Forrester, Victoria. Poor Gabriella . Atheneum, 1986. ISBN 0-689-31265-2. $12.95 .
30pp.
A new Christmas legend, utilizing (one more time) the tradition of the one who is left out,
tells us of Gabriella, the cow, too late to be closed into the warm stable, shivering in the
cold night air and redeemed by the Christ child. The colored illustrations are solemn and
lovely, veering more toward the fairy-tale than the holy, as does the mechanism by which
Gabriella is rescued. The calligraphy of the text adds a feeling of authenticity and age to the
tale, which is actually of recent vintage. There is always a need for Christmas tales; if not
superlative, this one is still lovely. -Janet Francis
Gormley, Beatrice. The Ghastly Glasses. Dutton, 1985. ISBN 0-525-44215-4. $11.95.
128pp.
Andrea needed glasses; everyone agreed to that. But while Mother and Father were away,
eccentric Aunt Bets, who was staying with Andrea and her brother Jim, decided to help
Andrea get those needed glasses . When they arrived at a little store across from the
shopping center, Andrea was sure something must be wrong. Aunt Bets, though, was
convinced the large eye over the door of BIRPP was the optometrist's office. Inside, whitecoated Valerie Weirse explained that the initials stood for Borderline Institute for Research in
Psychic Phenomena - and she had just the pair of glasses for Andrea. She sensed that
Andrea was just the person to appreciate the special improvements that were possible with
them.
They certainly did improve her vision. She could read signs across the street now, but
there was something strange about them also. As the day wore on, she found her glasses did
more than help her see. In fact, if she stared really hard at people through her new glasses,
sometimes they became what she thought they should be. Aunt Bets stopped fussing over
her old cat, Jim tried to be a better brother and friend, and then Mr. Hinkle, the principal that one didn't work too well. He became more like the junior-high kids in the school.
Andrea never quite understood how she actually made the glasses work, but she soon found
out that her wishes for other people to become what she thought they should be, didn't
always work out for the best.
If you are looking for a book which will help a child adjust to the need to wear glasses,
this book won't do it. But it is a fun make-believe book which teaches that what we may
wish for others may not always be the best for them or for us. The thought of such magic
glasses should leave the young reader with the enjoyment of imagining: "What if it were
me?" "What if I had those special glasses?" -Katherine Simpkins
Griffith, Helen V. Journal of a Teenage Genius. Greenwillow 'Books, 1987. ISBN 0-68807226-7 . $11.75.
Help! Is there no one who can write a book about giftedness without it touching on the
occult, shadowing the mysterious, or roaming into the ridiculous? Zack may be no dummy,
but he certainly is not a genius, either. Rather, he is a young teenager who is beginning to
grow up and notice girls, but who still dabbles in his childhood interest of chemistry and
"mixing solutions" and has an active (maybe overactive) imagination. Zack notices Loretta
in chemistry class. He flunks the first lab assignment because- he is so marvelously
impressed with Loretta's science abilities. She's pretty and smart; now if only he were taller,
perhaps he could talk to her. Through a conversation with Loretta's mother, Zack makes his
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first date. He feverishly prepares a concoction to make himself taller, but it seems to work
in reverse. Loretta tries to help him solve this dilemma and accidentally drops the news that
her family has a time machine. As you may have already guessed, the "genius" Zack fixes
the old time machine (by bumping into some loose controls) and is rewarded with a trip into
the past.
While the story is light, fun reading, it does not help children in understanding giftedness.
This area seems to be one that children's authors have overlooked - the portrayal of
giftedness in an "ordinary" student. Zack lacks intellectual genius, meaning he is an average
student, but even his fancy of being a great scientist does not support his notion of being
gifted. His notes are not accurate and his observations lack ·verity. However, for the young
aspiring geniuses in your class, this may be a fun book to read, especially for the young
woman, since Loretta does turn out to be smarter than Zack although she is not as obvious
about her skills and talents as is Zack, who likes to brag. -Katherine Simpkins
Roll, Kristi D. Perfect or Not, Here / Come. Atheneum, 1986. ISBN 0-689-31284-9.
$12.95 . 146pp.
Tara .Brown is excited to learn that her play, Smuggled to Safety, about the Underground
Railroad of the Civil War era, has been chosen to be produced by her class for the sixthgrade drama night. Tara feels this is her first step toward becoming a famous playwright and
also toward winning the approval of her perfectionist parents. She is upset to learn,
however, that she will not be able to direct her own play; she has envisioned each scene and
knows exactly how they should be played. Sherman, whose play was almost chosen, is to
be the director, with Tara as his assistant.
Tara soon learns that her ideas of perfection do not go along with those of the director,
designer and actors. She feels like she has lost control of her play, especially when her best
friend, Amber, insists on singing and tap-dancing to "Swanee River" during the
intermission. To make matters worse, someone is trying to sabotage the production.
Tara becomes "bossy" and very difficult to get along with. Then she learns that Miss
Dalton's contract will not be renewed in the fall·because of budget cuts. Tara takes a cue
from the courage of the characters in her play and organizes a town-wide battle, much to her
parents' dismay, to save Miss Dalton's job.
Kristi Roll has created some believable characters in the students of Miss Dalton's sixthgrade class. I felt like I grew up with these characters, only my friends had different names.
A class play is an excellent way to teach group cooperation, but I felt Miss Dalton missed
several opportunities to teach these values. Tara learned a little about cooperation through
her experience and through her one-on-one conversations with Miss Dalton, but it seemed
that the rest of the class did not. --Dianne Breinholt
Hyde, Margaret 0. and Elizabeth Held Forsyth, M.D. Suicide: The Hidden Epidemic. Franklin
Watts, 1986. ISBN 0-531-10~5.1-3. $11.90. 141pp.
This is basically a book of facts about the causes and prevention of suicide, and is
presented mostly in impersonal, statistical terms, much like a short textbook on the subject.
It doesn't really make an attempt to reach out and help a person who might be considering
suicide, but then it doesn't claim to be such a book. It's mainly a general handbook that
will teach people how to be more aware of others who may be crying out for help.
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This book would be valuable on a basic fact-searching level for young people, as it gives
details about what to look for in another person who may be considering suicide. A few
examples are given of successes and failures in recognizing the warning signs. Other than
those few exan1ples, however, just lists of things to look for are given. The historical facts
about suicide may be helpful to a limited amount of people, but younger readers won't have
much interest in that. Other facts, such as some of the fallacies behind suicidal behavior,
could be quite helpful.
All in all, this book is good for the simple purpose it proposes to accomplish - the
presentation of facts about suicide. It will be helpful to those who aren't faced with a
personal suicide situation, but who just want general guidelines . Someone who needs
immediate help, however, should look elsewhere. - D. Scott Patton
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Kanao, Keiko. Kitten Up a Tree. Illustrated by the author. Knopf, 1987. ISBN 0-39588817-0. $7.95/$6.95. Unpaginated.
In Kitten Up a Tree, a young kitten finds itself stuck on a high branch after investigating an
elusive flying insect. Its mother is sleeping peacefully on a park bench below but quickly
comes to the rescue when awakened by her kitten's cry.
The author makes excellent use of the rescue motif to catch and keep the attention of a
young reader. Interest builds as the words "higher and higher ... " appear on the page, and a
young reader should be able to sense that the kitten may be getting itself into some trouble.
Our fears are realized, and Mother must come to the rescue to bring the young kitten back to
the ground.
The simple-but-adequate drawings make use of repetition to maintain interest yet not
overstimulate a young reader. The background remains the same throughout most of the
story, with only the kitten and the insect changing. In the rescue scenes, the mother
awakens and becomes part of the movement. The climax of .the story utilizes a close-up of
the kitten to focus attention. All illustrations are full double-page drawings, except the last
drawing of mother and kitten together, which seems to symbolize closure.
This is an excellent book for young children. -Scott Standing
McCarley, Laura . Welcome to No Man's Valley . Illustrated by Elsa Godfrey. Random .House,
1981. ISBN 0-394-84878-0. $1.95 . 28pp.
In this book, McCarley attempts to make some kind of statement about endangered
species, but really ends up with an aimless and uninteresting story. The story deals with a
.secluded valley occupied only by endangered animals. The mayor and sheriff, Mayor Nobody
and Sheriff Abe, visit various inhabitants of the town before an evening concert. During
their rounds, they apparently solve a few problems and seem to give some words of advice,
but basically they just pass innocuous words with the other characters.
The basic conflict seems to be that a clumsy ox, Blockhead, wants to play in the concert.
After being initially rejected, he is finally allowed to play in the band, after destroying the
bandstand prior to the concert. Everyone enjoys the concert and the town lives happily ever
after.
The greatest problem with the book is that the story is aimless. What message the author
is trying to get across is lost completely in the uninteresting story. The visit to the town
residents seems to serve no purpose othef than to show that they are excited for the concert.
We don't know why there is a concert, and when we do read about it, we don't care.
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Nothing happens in this story, and the illustrations are just as disjointed. The background
art is generally well done, with excellent color usage and blending, particularly the nature
scenes, but the characters are drawn stereotypically with a much-too-uninteresting cartoon
form .
While the subject of endangered species is an important one with excellent potential, it is
treated here in a second-hand manner, the nature of the problem being lost in a completely
inane _story. -Barry Jon Graff
Maestro, Betsy and Guilio. On the Town. Crown Publishers, 1983. ISBN 0-517-54749.
$8.95. 32pp.
On the Town, a short picture book, would be more appropriately titled Hit the Road. The·
book is about an elephant's and a little man's activities while they are "on the town." This
highly active pair start out swimming, then playing tennis, then rowing, then taking a
break for lunch. Their day continues by mailing letters in the rain (on the same day they'd
been playing outdoor tennis and rowing on a lake) and then getting dressed for the opera.
After the duo's big date, they settle down in their pajamas and nightshirts.
This book was written to help children identify different words like "swimming suit" or
"raincoat." Each clothing item considered on the page is colored, while the rest of the
illustration is gray. The same unlively colors are used throughout the book. The story is
forced into unlikely activities just for the sake of introducing a new item (for example, the
two go rowing and put on "jackets"). The lines in the illustrations don't show any
movement, and in "many cases, the pictures have the main characters' heads cut off.
The most disappointing thing, however, is that there is little, if any, difference between
similar items of apparel, like the "raincoat" and the "coat" or the "underpants" and the
"shorts." The story is trying to show types of clothing, but the colors are boring, the types
of clothes shown aren't always the most common, and the main characters are forced into
activities in one day that most people couldn't fit into one week. On the Town should go
off the market. --Judy Shaffer
Mayhar, Ardath. Makra Choria. Atheneum, 1987. ISBN 0-689-31326-8. $13.95. 193pp.
The ruling family of Sherath has special powers which require strength and self-discipline
in order to control. These powers can be either a blessing or a burden and every so often, an
heir appears "tainted by the desire to misuse the power for personal gain." Orinath, the
Makralo, sees this taint in his oldest daughter, Theora, and so he secretly trains her younger
sister, Choria, in the uses of the Gift as well.
After Orinath's death, Theora does rule ruthlessly. She goes to war against all the
surrounding lands and forces her people to fight by enslaving them with her magical powers.
Choria escapes with a small band of followers, including her "combat" teacher, Bethor.
Choria's warriors are defeated, but she escapes to a hunting lodge in the forest. It is here
that she learns how to defeat and save .her sister.
In an explosive confrontation, Choria divests both of them of the power of the Makraitis.
Now weakened, Theora must follow Choria to learn how to survive on her own. The two
women set out on a journey to save Bethor, who has been imprisoned in another land. The
journey is filled with adventures, including the rescue of a mysterious woman, Pedrada.
Many challenges are faced and the two women are successful in their goals.
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This fantasy is quite exciting right from the first few pages; however, I feel that this
magical excitement ends when the power ends. The rest of the book concerns the adventures
of two "normal" women, and though their adventures are exciting, they lack the magical
quality of the beginning of the book. -Dianne Breinholt
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Mills, Claudia. The OM. and Only Cynthia Jane Thornton . Four Winds Press, 1986. ISBN
0-027-67090-2. $10.95. 120pp.
Cynthia Jane Thornton is the star of the fifth grade. She's the best in reading, social
studies, and at writing poems, plays, and stories. Everything seems to be going pretty well
until Cynthia's look-alike, dressed-alike sister Lucy is promoted from the fourth grade for
math and science, and Cynthia's friends Meg and JoAnn become somewhat cold. Add to
these problems the fact that Melissa has written a poem which is better than anything
Cynthia's ever done, and we have one miserable fifth-grader.
Aimed at fairly young readers, this charming book explores the issues of individuality and
real friendship. Cynthia and Lucy's mother has such a penchant for fairness that neither girl
has anything that is uniquely and absolutely her own - bedroom furniture, notebooks, and
clothes all come in pairs. It is amusing to watch these sisters work toward some variety and
a tactful solution. Cynthia also discovers that a real friend doesn't laugh at you, but with
you.
This story is sweetly and succinctly told with characters who, if not wholly real, are close
enough . The lessons are given quietly, without preaching. Very likeable. -Joell Goodey
Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds . The Year of the Gopher. Atheneum, 1987 . ISBN 0-689-31333-0.
$13.95. 202pp.
When it comes time to decide on a college, George T. Richards's parents are letting him
choose- as long as it's Ivy League. George, however, is unsure whether he even wants to
go to college, let alone Harvard or Yale. When graduation time comes around, George
silences his own celebration when he announces to his family that he has decided not to
attend college in the fall. That autumn, all of George's friends go off to college while he
works as a "gopher" at a local nursery. George realizes his job is not glamorous, but it is
too late. He is stubborn, and he is trying to make his point.
As he works, George learns about people, girls (and women), but mostly about himself and he rriakes mistakes. He's not always right, but then his parents aren't always right,
either. In this novel, George tells his own story as he searches to understand himself.
This is a good novel, and it works. Although I wouldn"t consider George T. Richards a
hero, I couldn't help liking him. I didn't always agree with him, but I could laugh and cry
with him. Even though the novel has universal appeal, I feel a bright male reader (who is
maybe a little rebellious and a little stubborn) would enjoy it most. -Stephanie Peters
Pearson, Gayle. Fish Friday. Atheneum, 1986. ISBN 0-689-31200-8. $12.95. 192pp.
Fourteen-year-old Jamie has not been happy since her mother left for New York a year
earlier. She is stuck taking care of her little brother, Inky, while her father works. Jamie
does not understand her father and does not understand why her mother left. She thinks
nobody understands or cares about her, either. She is tired of living in her small town and
longs to be with her mother in the big city. On "Fish Friday," the town's annual
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celebration, a near-tragedy occurs that changes Jamie's outlook on life. She grows to
understand her father and learns the importance of communication.
The story is interesting and the subjects are important ones - separation from loved ones
and family communication. The language is a bit too flowery at times, but easy enough to
understand. I think most girls would enjoy the book, but few boys would relate to it. There
is no objectionable material in the book, and it is appropriate for any age level.
--John Baxter
Powledge, Fred. You'll Survive: Late Blooming, Early Blooming, and Other Problems of
Adolescence and How to Live Through Them. Scribner's, 1986. ISBN 0-68418632-2. $11.95. 88pp.
In this helpful little book, teenagers will find an accurate description of the physical and
emotional changes with which they must deal. Powledge, himself a late bloomer, gives
insight and understanding to teens' fears of rejection as he describes the predictable stages a,
developing adolescent experiences, noting that each person begins and completes the same
cycle at varying times. He includes facts and opinions from "the experts," as well as words
of hope from young adults who have recently completed the journey themselves.
Though full of information and intended to sooth worried minds, You'll Survive can be
hard to read. Yes, it did remind me of my own anxious teenage years, but more than that,
I felt there was not enough humor balancing the problem-oriented theme. This weakness,
however, could be remedied if the book were used in a group setting, where sharing and
joking could be encouraged by a sympathetic adult. -Hester Katzman
Pringle, Laurence. Throwing Things Away: From Middens to Resource Recovery. Thomas Y.
Crowell, 1986. ISBN 0-690-04421-6. $12.89. 128pp.
This is a fascinating exploration of the effects of human waste disposal on our history,
culture, and environment. Each society or small group of people living on the earth has had
to dispose of their trash. Along the shores of the Hudson River, an expanse of oyster shells
several feet deep and ten acres in size gives archaeologists important information about the
Indians who once lived there.
New Jersey's biggest landfills are more than 25 percent beyond capacity, and peaks at the
largest landfill in the world - on New York's Staten Island - rise hundreds of feet into the
air anq are still growing . Tucson's residents throw away 15 percent of their edible food at an
annual cost of 11 to 13 million dollars.
How Will we cope with our civilization's garbage? As landfills become too full to contain
any more trash, what will cities do with their garbage? What happens to trash as it
decomposes, and how will it affect human beings? Arc there other things we can do with
trash besides dumping it?
Pringle addresses these and other questions in a fast-reading, always-interesting account of
how people deal with the things they no longer want. It is a creative and thoughtprovoking book. -Carol Lynn McConnell
Purtill, Richard L. Enchantment at Delphi. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1986. ISBN 0-15200447-5. $14.~5 . 149pp.
This book is diffe.rent from the usual teen novel. Alice Grant, an American student in
Greece for the summer, slips through time on a series of occasions to meet Apollo,
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Dionysus, Athena, and others. There is even some international romance. The difference
comes in the way this is done. You have to know Greek history and mythology very well.
No condescension. And then the book is laced with extraordinary detail. Judy explaining
the Greek boyfriend leaves you blinking. The reworking of the Oracles in a frame of the
philosophical possibilities is stunning.
But then there is that incredible ending. Either it is a set-up for a sequel or - well, you
tell me. -Thorn Hinckley
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Sachs, Marilyn. Thunderbird. Illustrated by Jim Spence. Dutton, 1985. ISBN 0-52544163-8 . $10.95. 79pp.
Tina, who is crazy about cars, especially the Thunderbirds of the 1950's, meets Dennis, a
page at the library, when she asks him to get a book on the Thunderbird out of the reference
area. Dennis, who is immediately attracted to her, tells her that the Thunderbird is an Indian
legend. Tina promptly corrects him, and his opinion of her changes a bit. Dennis, who is
into anti-acid rain and anti-nuclear war, watches as she comes in every day to look at the
book. These two people who have nothing in common gradually become friends and a
romance begins.
Marilyn Sachs has created a book for adolescents written on a second-grade level (Spache
2.2). Students with a low reading level, as well as those with a higher one, will identify
with both characters as they get to know each other, try to change each other to their way of
thinking, and fmally accept each other as they are. -Diarme Breinholt
Seide, Diane. Nurse Power: New Vistas in Nursing. Lodestar Books, 1985. ISBN 0-52567173-0. $12.95. 109pp.
Many young people of either sex give some consideration to the practice of medicine and
to nursing in choosing their life's work. Nurse Power begins at the beginning (including the
past) and gives a thorough and honest description of the roles of nurses, past, present, and
future, as well as the many kinds of health services now being offered and others that are
becoming necessary to the future. It gives a positive look at the opportunities becoming
available -yet is honest about what will be necessary to succeed. -Carol V. Oaks

Smith, Anne Warren. Sister in the Shadow. Atheneum, 1986. ISBN 0-689-31185-0.
$11.95. 169pp.
Hidden in her glamorous younger sister's shadow, sixteen-year-old Sharon feels like a
nobody. Penny, the younger sister, is confident, outgoing, talented and beautiful. In order
A
to escape her feelings of jealousy and to form her own identity, Sharon tak'es a summer
6-10
babysitting job in distant Brinton Harbor. Unfortunately, the family she babysits for also
Fict
have their problems. Mrs. Hanover is a perfectionist who requires everything to be done on
schedule and according to procedure, and despite Sharon's efforts, she is frred after the frrst
week. Immediately after coming home, however, she hears that Mr. Hanover is lost at sea.
Out of compassion for the family, Sharon returns, endears herself to the family, finds a
boyfriend, solves Mrs. Hanover's mystery, and realizes she has talents and strengths that
Penny doesn't have.
Sister in the Shadow is a strong, moving story. The mystery behind Mrs. Hanover's
behavior, combined with Sharon's quest for identity, captures the reader's attention until the
end. ScholarsArchive,
Besides making 1987
comments on sibling rivalry, the book also points out that the
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qualities associated with being popular are not always the most important qualities in life
outside of school. In the end, glamorous Penny hopes she can become more like sensible,
caring Sharon. --Elise Breill att
Stevenson, Drew, and Susan Swan. The Case of the Visiting Vampire. Dodd, Mead, 1986.
ISBN 0-396-08856-2. $10.95. 128pp.
Coffins, bats, and spies appear at the Big Lake Theater. Before this mysterious backdrop,
Raymond, Vema, and Huntley (the monster hunter) discover that the new Romanian actor
playing the part of Count Dracula looks and behaves like Dracula himself. Could it really
be? The three friends investigate.
Stevenson's plot-oriented and suspenseful drama is enticing for the young reader. The
short, three-to-five-page chapters are well illustrated. Though the mystery is suddenly solved
with no previous clues, Stevenson's ending is satisfying. Stevenson humorously
demonstrates that appearances are often misleading. -Shana Forson
Tapp, .Kathy Kennedy. The Scorpio Ghosts and the Black Hole Gang. Harper & Row, 1987.
ISBN 0-06-026171-4. $11.89. lSlpp.
When school lets out for the summer, Ryan and his family move from Evanston, Illinois,
to Wisconsin, where his parents plan to remodel an old schoolhouse for their home. Ryan
is not excited about his summer away from the city - no best friends, no beach, and no
ballgames. For him, Wisconsin is nothing more than a bunch of cornfields where he must
spend time helping his parents and watching after his younger brother and sister. However,
it is not long until Ryan and his siblings meet C.C. and Aunt Vira, two ghosts in a ghost
bookmobile. Their experiences trying to help these extraordinary ghosts result in a summer
of fun and adventure.
Tapp creates not only lovable kids but lovable ghosts in this fun, easy-reading novel.
The story is told from eleven-year-old Ryan's point of view, as he humorously describes
what his parents feel will be a summer "adventure." Younger readers will enjoy spending
their warm summer nights reading about Ryan and his siblings . -Stephanie Peters
Tchudi, Stephen N. Soda Poppery: The History of Soft Drinks in America. Scribner's, 1986.
ISBN .0 -084-18488-5. $13 .95. 148pp.
This is a fun, interesting, and educational book about the history of soft drinks in
America. It is full of facts about the soft-drink industry and the drinks themselves, ideas and
experiments to go along with the reading, and actual recipes for making soft drinks at home.
The book tells everything from how soft drinks were invented and got their names to how
they are bottled, advertised, and sold throughout the world.
Soda Poppery is enjoyable and easy to read, and I would recommend it to anyone who
enjoys soda pop or who just enjoys trivia. -John Baxter
Thompson, Jean. Ghost 1/orse of the Palisades. Morrow, 1986. ISBN 0-688-06145-1.
$11.75 . lOlpp.
Molly is a very grown-up eleven-year-old. This is not surprising, since her mother was
killed in a car accident when Molly was five years old, and she has had to Jearn to cook and
clean house for her father, Jim. Living on a ranch is a lonely life for her, especially since
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her nearest neighbors live several miles away. And since her father must work hard on the
ranch, she is often alone.
Roaming loose in the nearby hills is a wild horse who creates havoc with the ranchers by
stealing their mares. When he steals Jim's prize mare, Jim and the other ranchers decide to
try to catch the stallion - something that has been tried before without success. In fact,
many people think the horse is not real but a phantom. This time, using lots of manpower
and an airplane, the ranchers are confident of success.
This story lacks depth, is too predictable, and the characters are not well developed.
However, for younger readers, perhaps in the 4-6 grade level, it would probably hold some
interest, particul arly if they are horse-lovers . -Elaine Taylor
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Troughton, Joanna. Tortoise's Dream. Peter Bedrick Books, 1986. ISBN 0-872-26039-9.
$10.95. 32pp.
A traditional, cumul ative tale from Africa which explains the source of the animal's food,
Tortoise Dream once more reinforces the infallible truth that slow and steady wins over
clever, fierce, swift, strong, and proud. Unobtrusively, it also makes a statement about
following directions.
As Tortoise finally locates the Omumbo-Rombonga Tree and earns its delectable and
appropriate food for each animal, the tale delightfully portrays the foibles of each animal
when they, like Lot's wife, cannot resist looking back. The lush illustrations give a sunny
dimension to the solid language and humor. -Janet Francis
Tusa, Tricia. Maybelle's Suitcase. Illustrated by the author. Macmillan, 1987. ISBN 0-02789250-6. $12.95. 30pp.
Maybelle is 108 years old, lives in a treehouse with her friends, the birds, and makes
imaginative hats to sell in town. Binkle, a young bird about to fly south for his first
winter, asks Maybelle if he can borrow her suitcase to carry his "belongings." She knows
he'll never make it south lugging his branch, stones, flowers, and soil, so she gently
convinces him to let her use them for her latest creation, which she will enter in the town's
rumual hat contest. As each friend sacrifices for the other, we witness the power of unselfish
lov e.
Bright, comical drawings gently portray these characters with warmth, sensitivity, and
humor. Children of all ages will enjoy this charming story of fri endship, and black children
will find an especially loving role model in Maybelle. -Hester Katzman

Wersba, Barbara. Fat: A Love Story . Harper & Row, 1987. ISBN 0-06-026400-4. $11.89.
156pp.
Overweight teens (or anyone else obsessed with losing weight) will easily relate to Rita,
an obese teenager who glimpses Mr. Perfect, Robert Swann, and follows him to his health
A
club, which she promptly jo ins. Rita's only friend, Nicole, is thin and "perfect" and offers
9-12
to help by acting as the bait to catch Robert, but the inevitable occurs and he goes for the
Fict
bait instead of Rita. When Arnold Bromberg, an eccentric, sensitive man in his early
thirties, befriends Rita, she realizes that "beauty is in the eye of the beholder," and allows
herself to love and be loved without first achieving perfection.
Wersba paints an acc urate picture of an obese teenager: her constant obsession with food,
her BYU
dietsScholarsArchive,
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and the rejection and humiliation she experiences, being considered a sub-standard female in
a society that values thinness more than the development of character. Happily, we are
witnesses to Rita's transformation as she realizes that self-acceptance can free her from a
prison of her own making . -Hester Katzman
Wul ffson, Don. The Upside-Down Ship . Albert Whitman, 1986. ISBN 0-807 -58346-4.
$9.75. 142pp.
Bruce Gordon goes to sea on a whaling boat when he is seventeen years old. In the course
of the voyage, he is shipwrecked and becomes the sole survivor. The sunken vessel returns,
upside-down, to the surface, and after determining that it will not sink again, he makes a
shelter in one of the cabins. Not too long after he has made camp, he is attacked by a polar
bear that slashes him across the face, giving him several deep gashes. He chases the bear
away and kills it, then shores up his shelter to keep other bears out.
Later, he hears a small scratching at his door and find a cold, hungry polar bear cub
outside his shelter. He takes her in and feeds her. He names her Nancy and she becomes his
constant companion for the next six years.
One day, he decides to try to find civilization. He builds a sled and loads it with supplies,
then hooks Nancy up to pull it. They have not traveled far when the ice and snow begin to
separate and Nancy slides into a deep crevasse, being pulled down by the weight of the sled.
Bruce quickly cuts the harness and Nancy is saved, but the sled is lost forever.
Soon, however, Bruce comes across some tracks. Then, in the distance, he sees a man.
He is elated, but the man is confused at seeing him with a polar bear and tries to kill Nancy.
Bruce convinces him that the bear is tame and follows him to his village. Bruce is hopeful
of being rescued, but he finds out that the village is a penal colony, from which no one can
ever leave. Or so they say ....
This is a good adventure story. I found it very interesting reading. l recommend it
highly. -Elaine Taylor
Yolen, Jane. Piggins. Illustrated by Jane Dyer. Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1987. ISBN
0-15-261685-3. $13.95. Unpaginated.
Piggins is a proper, portly pig, and the butler at 47 The Meadows, the elegant home of
Mr. and Mrs. Reynard, who are foxes, of course. One evening at a dinner party given by the
Reynards, a theft takes place and even Inspector Bayswater, one of the distinguished guests,
is baffled as to who is responsible. This time, however, the butler didn't do it. Instead of
being the guilty one, Piggins puts together the clues and solves the mystery.
Clues are visible in the splendid illustrations and scattered throughout the text so that
readers of all ages can share in the excitement of solving the mystery with Piggins. Set in
the Edwardian period, this delightful picture book provides readers with a taste of time and
place while adding the extra flavors of fantasy and humor to hold the attention of any reader,
even if it is a second or third reading. Piggins is a wonderfully crafted picture-book mystery
- an excellent example of artistic collaboration. -Janice Card
Zolotow, Charlotte. Early Sorrow: Ten Stories of Youth. Harper & Row, 1986. ISBN 0-06026936-7. $12.89. 212pp.
Charlotte Zolotow has herein drawn together ten short stories that share with young adults
different kinds of experience - not always rare in their own lives - told so very well that
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reading them offers enlightenment, wisdom, and perhaps some modicum of comfort.
E. L. Doctorow's 'The Writer in the Family" and Elizabeth Bowen's "The Visitor" to
especially effective, but there is uniformly high quality.
This second collection by Zolotow makes a valuable addition to a library's young
short story collection; it joins An Overpraised Season (1973), her first selection of
short stories for young people. -Carol V. Oaks
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Play Reviews
Barasch, Shirley. A Button for My Yarmulke. Coach House Press, 1986 . Royalties available
upon request.
This is the story of a Jewish boy trying to understand his elders' obsession with
"tradition." As he searches for a button to put on his great-great-grandfather's yarmulke, he
comes into contact with many sentiments and traditions of the villagers. By the play's end,
he has discovered that it is not the tradition itself but what is underneath that counts.
The characters tend to be stereotypes: the insistent Jewish mother, the wise Rabbi, the
rebelling son. With all the references to events and items of Jewish culture, I doubt the play
would be understood unless the audience had an understanding of Jewish background. It is
relatively short, occasionally humorous, and expandable through the use of traditional
Jewish music and dance. The cast can be quite large or, in some cases, double cast for
production by a smaller group.
Staging is fairly simple and could be done almost anywhere with few props or set pieces.
Production could be accompanied by discussions of the culture, thus becoming an educational
tool for understanding the Jewish people. -C. Bartlett
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Bush, Max . Thirteen Bells of Boglewood. Anchorage Press, 1987. Approximate running
time: 90 minutes. Royalties available upon request.
Thirteen Bells of Boglewood is a play about fairies and their desires and efforts to protect
their gold from leaving the forest. Two humans, Brian and Smith, have discovered a book
that tells them how to steal the fairies' gold and how to avoid being trapped in the fairies'
spells. Brian, a teenager, becomes aware of the fairies' need for the gold and tries to stop
Smith from stealing it. The Bogle is an extremely greedy creature who, for his own gain,
helps Smith steal the gold.
It is a rather interesting and fantastical play that not only deals with fairy tales but points
out how greed can destroy your life. Honesty and integrity also play a big part in the story
as Brian realizes that the fairies need the gold for survival so he must do everything he can
to stop Smith from getting the gold. After I got through the exposition of this play, I
really enjoyed it and became enthralled with the magic of the story. The characters are
likable, and even Smith and the Bogle are characters that we can all relate to at one time or
another.
This play could be performed by high school students as well as by adult actors, and
audiences of all ages would enjoy it. I wouldn't recommend the play for touring because it
could become technically elaborate and would be played better in a fixed facility .
-Erin Caldwell
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